CLIO SCHEDULER

DISCOVER CLOUD-BASED LEGAL SCHEDULING

Make online appointment
booking easy with Clio Scheduler

Work better remotely—and attract new
clients—with online appointment booking.
Make it easy for prospective clients to book, pay for, and
confirm their appointments in seconds with a few simple
clicks—no matter where you or your clients are located.
With Clio Scheduler you can offer a booking process
that’s convenient for everyone while organizing your
client intake process—saving you time and costly overhead.
Accept electronic online payments
and confirm bookings remotely.
Benefit from the Clio Suite advantage. By syncing Clio
Scheduler with Clio Payments, you can accept online
credit card payments instantly—and securely—in the
cloud, and you can make it easy for clients to pay
you the way they prefer. Collect paid consultation
funds up-front, decrease the risk of cancellations, and
guarantee payment from prospective clients.
Deliver a better client experience—in the cloud.
Deliver the experience prospective clients need and
expect, and remove physical barriers that prevent people
from finding legal help. Offer a modern, hassle-free online
booking experience with easy payment options and
automated appointment confirmations and reminders.

Collaborate with ease as a distributed, remote firm.
Keep appointment booking consistent across your entire
practice and ensure everyone is updated—no matter where
they are located. Work more productively by providing
all firm members with access and visibility to the same
appointment booking software that automatically syncs
and updates new events—all online, in the cloud.
Gain control of your calendar.
Make it so that meetings only get booked when you want
them booked. Designate specific time slots for different
types of appointments, so you can determine when
certain kinds of meetings take place (whether they’re
paid or unpaid). Sync Clio Scheduler with your Clio
Manage calendar to prevent double bookings, and limit
appointment scheduling to customized time slots.
Save time with customizable appointment templates.
Empower each user at your firm to work more efficiently.
Create reusable templates for different appointment
types, paid or unpaid, then watch the templates autofill for each new booking—with the correct event
name, location, description, and duration.

Learn More
If you have questions or would like more information about Clio Scheduler or Clio Suite, reach out
to your Clio Sales Representative, email sales@clio.com or sign up for a demonstration.
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